Introduction
Lilliputian hallucinations were first scientifically described, fifty years ago, by R. Leroy (1) , an alienist of the Department of the Seine, in France, occurring in toxic and organic psychotic states. In the classical picture, brightly coloured and clearly demarcated little people are seen engaged in the most complicated and life-like antics. In their parades, there may be Lilliputian music. Choruses and conversations in Lilliputian voices are often described. One such case reports that they have a little Jesus, "just like us, you know". The usual affective state of the patient is pleasant wonder, rarely terror or fear.
In this state, the environment seems life size. J:lowever, in micropsia it appears small like the figures. In micromania, the observer feels tiny himself. Leroy (2) described similar phenomena occurring in a case of dementia praecox and further like reports have been published by Demay and Beaudouin ( 3) and H uhnerfeld (4) . Some years later, Angyal (5) attempted to make a differentiation between the organic cases of Lilliputian hallucinations and those occurring as a presumably functional manifestation of schizophrenia. He attempted to differentiate by means of (1) endosomatic localization of hallucinatory figures; (2) hazy and indefinite outlines, both of these features being characteristic of the schizophrenic cases. He made the following findings in each of his three schizophrenic cases reported, in 1936: (1) a profound disturbance of selfawareness which gives rise to many complaints, among which the most important is the feeling of being divided into two or more persons; (2) experience of motor influences. "They moved my arms. They move me around"; (3) certain somatic August, 1961 complaints which are based on kinesthetic sensations and are due to changed muscle tonus; (4) auditory hallucinations with endosomatic localization. He felt that they occurred in intimate inter-relationship with each other and that the Lilliputian hallucinations were perhaps the least frequent manifestation of an otherwise common psychic syndrome. Little men of this type appear in the famous Schreber "Autobiographical account of My Nervous Illness" and were commented on by the Master (7) and many other analytic authors.
In the last three years at St. Michael's Hospital, a third type of hallucinatory "Little Man" has been seen in psychotic and borderline patients. These phenomena appear to resemble the imaginary companions of childhood or the familiar spirits of necromancy. They are usually between six inches and four feet in height. In an individual case, they appear f~equently to the patients, are easily identified and have well defined personalities and functions. They often have a name of their own or represent some public figure or personal acquaintance. While the patient may have several of them, they do not appear to be as numerous in any single case as those previously described as Lilliputian. Sometimes, these hallucinations are within the body and sometimes without. They may be either complete personages or isolated portions, such as eyes, hands, or heads with or without redintegration.
It is proposed to present brief case histories of patients illustrating the three types of Lilliputian hallucinations mentioned above. The clinical characteristics are subsumed in Tables I and II. The case material used has been encountered in hospitals in Ontario and the United Kingdom. They were usually referred by other sources. In all except three cases, the symptom picture was Already existing persons from outside, may be taken in through body orifices and surfaces fully developed by the time the investigative procedures were begun. These included physical and laboratory investigations, E.E.G. and skull plates. In some cases, drawings of the little men by the patient were obtained. Also, a psychological work-up was done and review of previous in-patient and out-patient files.
On the basis of these, a questionnaire was completed.
The Classical Lilliputian Group of Leroy
The classical Lilliputian hallucinations occurring in schizophrenia are usually found in younger people, some of whom have made a good adjustment to their illness. It is the class with which the writer has had the least experience, although several cases are available in the literature. The objects seen are described as multitudinous, brightly coloured with a shiny appearance to the figures. They are usually life-like and complete in their body scheme. Their activities are entrancingly life-like. They are usually referred to by some class or category by the patient, such as an occupation, nationality or species. They may ride on horses or bicycles. Interaction with the patient is slight though he may feel menaced by them or observe them with interest. The patient may indicate that they can be drawn out of his body. There is rarely any statement, however, that they remain within the body for any length of time or that they originate there. Sometimes, they may enter from the outside, as in one of the cases reported below. The little men are usually accepted completely and considered indubitable by the patient. He is often describing them excitedly and he seeks to share his experience with those to whom he is speaking. There is never any insight into the phenomenon. There must always be some doubt in these cases whether the patient is actually a schizophrenic with hallucinations of this type; whether a toxic picture has been superimposed, or again, whether a toxic condition is present, which gives the appearance of a schizophrenic illness. In the case of Leroy's, published in 1926, characteristic schizophrenic behaviour is reported. The patient, Louise, was described as drawing from her right toe, little horses, 15 ern. in height, coloured black and white; children on bicycles four or five em, in height, wearing pinafores and costumes of all colours. There were regiments of soldiers, French, Albanian, German and Russian, each in their national uniform. Peasants were noted, each wearing their national garb, while clowns performed characteristic antics, such as one would expect in the usual Lilliputian hallucinatory episodes. In our material, the following approach the classical Lilliputian group most: Case I This patient is a thirty-eight year old spinster, a paranoid schizophrenic of the Ontario Hospital in Hamilton. She presented these hallucinations over a period of many years and has received a great deal of treatment without marked improvement.
Sixteen years ago, an invisible hand jabbed a needle into her right ovary which has caused her persisting pain and forced her resignation from her secretarial position after six months. An operation was carried out with the removal of her appendix and a uterine fibroid. After this operation, she began to hear voices coming through the opposite wall of her hospital room which intermingled with the noise of pots and pans rattling. The persistence of the pain led to her transfer to the Psychiatric Ward of a general hospital and she received four courses of electroconvulsive therapy in the subsequent twelve years. She has also received insulin coma therapy and a MacKenzie lobotomy, the latter reducing her apprehensiveness.
The patient spoke freely of bugs and animals passing in and out of her body. They entered by various means, by drugs, needles and television rays along which they travelled. Some of these were asps, 
FIG. U.
Crabs. This creature about three inches in length is described as having the body of an oyster and the claws of crabs. It exists in the stomach and snaps at food as it is ingested.
( Fig. I is a drawing by the patient) and she described these as being very large bugs with round ears like Mickey Mouse, which flutter as they pass through the skin. The animals were divided into two opposing factions -on the one hand, the beneficial asps and on the other, the harmful crabs and spiders, (Fig. 11) , occupying her hypochondrium. The crabs were dormant most of the time and were harmless but occasionally, they wakened up and bit her stomach with their pincers. Usually, the asps were the victors and the vanquished crabs would die and leave her body. More recently, she has seen leprechauns about her. She smiled when she talked about these. They came in through the windows on sunrays or along television waves. Those from Burma had black dinner jackets and white cuffs (Fig.  III ). There were also Indian and Cuban leprechauns which were similarly dressed but in different colours. Some had been reduced by starvation and looked like skeletons. They were about one inch in height and were mischievous. On occasions, they had knocked potatoes off her plate. She continued to hear voices com- ing through the floor and ceiling,-one of them was that of a patient and another was that of a former neighbour. She often screamed at them. She had delusions that her neighbours were tormenting her by "some underground stuff". Just prior to her leukotomy, she saw ghosts (Fig. IV) , walking down the corridors of the wards.
The family history revealed the following information. The patient lived with her parents. An aunt is a long-stay paranoid. She had Grade XII education, took a business course and held positions in different cities in the United States before her illness. This illness appeared to have been precipitated by the return of her R.C.A.F. fiance from overseas and his later defection. There were no physical or E.E.G. abnormalities. Psychological tests clarified the dynamics of the family history. As a child, she received very little affection from her parents, particularly the father, whom she disliked intensely. The mother tried harder but it was felt that the patient's affectional interaction never developed beyond the infantile tactual level. She attempted to become superior to people and independent of them, seeking compensation in hallucinations of the walking dead and little people, when her boy friend let her down. Her I.Q. was low average, 92 full scale but her performance was felt to be below her potential. It was noted that she was very passive and made no effort to solve any problems and had no goal orientation. She was sometimes confused by her own delusions and created more to make them more acceptable. It was noted, on visiting the patient, that there were many figurines in the house. She had had a hobby, five years before the onset of her symptoms, of painting these little articles (Fig. V) . The relationship to the development of Lilliputian hallucinations is tempting. Case 2 In another case, in which the diagnosis of schizophrenia was often considered but never definitely made, the hallucinations were more ephemeral. It is from the files of the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital. The patient was admitted three years ago, at the age of twenty-two, with a complaint of constant fear that~omeone was trying to kill her and perSIstent nausea and vomiting, which had been present .for six years. There h~d ?een several med.lcal hospitalizations WIth intravenous feedmg. She had a phobia for people and marked insomnia.
The patient suffered from the handicaps of illegitimacy, prematurity and early adoption. Her adoptive father died and the adoptive mother underwent a mastectomy just before her illness. At this time, the patient also found out t~at she was illegitimate and her scholastic and social achievements fell quickly and drastically. She became terrified in school, whenever questioned and had hysterical spells but without convulsions. There were marked feelings of depersonalization and of shrinking smaller and smaller. There were also hallucinations of a woolly monster which first appeared on a Rorschach card and stayed with her for a long time. This monster had a long claw. In hospital, she began hallucinating that she saw her mother talking to the doctor. She noted that people around her were changing. They ran away and seemed strange. People appeared to be diminished in size to about six or eight inches, brightly coloured and clearly defined. She saw them climbing on her bed to harm her and she huddled in terror over the head of it. This episode lasted for a period of two days and recurred briefly on a number of occasions. At this time, she was being tried on various drugs, particularly heavy doses of chlorpromazine and dilantin. However, these hallucinations have recurred at times when these drugs were not being exhibited.
No physical abnormalities were detected. Her E.E.G. was inconclusive. It did not rule out epilepsy but suggested delayed maturation (5-7 per second slow activity in frontal and temporal regions with well organized occipital alpha). It was unchanged on repetition. Psychological reports showed her to be of normal to superior intelligence with impaired attention, concentration and memory due to preoccupation. There was a heavy load of guilt and once again, the affectional need was considered important. The source of the affection desired, at the time of testing, was the adoptive father, the mother being regarded as a frightening and depriving person. She has had a precarious adjustment since discharge with at least two subsequent short stays in mental hospitals.
Section 2
The second group of hallucinations are those found in far regressed schizophrenics. Once again, there is a large number of little people but they are vaguer and their attributes must be presupposed, rather than clearly visualized. The size is again small but the colour is vague, shaded, grey or neutral. The demarcations are indistinct and the body appearance simplified and often incomplete. They are often named, only in a vague or general way, as "personages" or "they" or "we". They seem to be representations of body function and to be centered around the patient with no other activity than the furtherance or impeding of the physiology. The patient's behaviour and attitude towards these little people is often fickle and they have been known to deny them altogether. For example, the patients may correlate them with "sickness", if it suits their ends. On the other hand, they may deny them to be well enough for discharge. Usually, however, patients are passive, accepting and defensive of them.
Three patients who have been personally studied are presented: Case 3 The first of these is a nurse, now aged seventy, who was admitted to the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital in 1939, at the age of fifty. She was studied here for two and one-half months before being transferred to the Ontario Hospital at Whitby. Her admission was recommended because she had been reducing her diet so as not to disturb the "personages of digestion" who had taken possession of her abdomen and gastro-intestinal tract. These individuals told her what to eat and what not to eat and decided whether food was to be digested. They had placed bands across her stomach to aid in their activities. She often heard them talking in a mumble and might also hear them cry. They were quite sensitive and could not be offended or ignored or they would be hurt.
The patient has had a pension from the first World War for abdominal discomfort and visceroptosis, amongst other euphemistic contemporary diagnoses. She had been "fussy" about her food for~f teen years and subsisted on a re~u~ed diet, Two months prior to her admISSIOn, her stomach began to "send out protests" and when this occurred, she would try to breathe deeply to assuage it. The more she tried to please her stomach, the less she succeeded. She even tried to stop breathing to please the stomach and its protests were reduced but not completely. These protests developed into notions about the activities of the little personages in the two weeks prior to her admission. It was her feeling that these personages were present in all people but in normals, they never left their posts. In people who h~d dropped stomachs, the personages led a more active life. In her case, a lot of them took a rest in the daytime and began to work at night. She had never seen her familiars, at this early stage of the case, but had heard them arguing when she inspected her food. The superiors among them would decide whether or not they would give her indigestion. They all carried slender sticks or poles, about three inches long. Some were enthusiastic and some were not. In particular, there was a female, referred to as "She" or the "Obstructor" who chased them away from their allotted tasks. The entire content of her thought appeared to be concerned about her personal discomforts and her personages. They were little individuals (Fig. VI) . At times, they were male; at times, neutral as to sex. The activities of the personages were described as follows: "Food drops into the stomach. At the bottom of the greater curvature, the personages place the food in pails and carry it up the slope of the curvature to drop it into the intestines. The pails are so heavy that it takes two or three of them to carry and dump the food through the trapdoors into the duodenum. Each trapdoor has a cover with a handle in the centre like a manhole. The Obstructorcarries a large stick and attempts to strike the little workers". The patient's ideas of the activities in the bowel is that there are pieces of intestine which are vertical in her body and a little bigger than the body of a personage. All the food has to pass through them, although she did not seem clear about about the number of these tubes. The personage lies on the tube, legs outstretched and clasps it with his arms. The personage moves the intestines in and out and aids digestion. When the patient was fed too much, the little personages refused to do their work.
The patient came of a split family. The father was brilliant but erratic and eccentric. He deserted when the patient was a child, without causing much distress to the mother, who was in her seventies at the time of the patient's admission,-a demanding, energetic, efficient old lady with high blood pressure. She and the patient lived together. One male sibling, seven years younger, drifted off. After completing school normally, the patient took a long series of instructional courses, lasting years,-a business course, an art course, a course of design in New York, one year in engraving and three years in nursing. She went overseas with the R.C.A.M.C. but was returned home in 1915, after pneumonia, arthritis, tuberculosis and visceroptosis were diagnosed. Following this, she did not work steadily but lived on her pension. She was seclusive and ineffectual.
Physical examination revealed an emaciated little woman with a nutritional anemia and a B.M.R. of -20. Mental examination showed that she lay in her bed most of the time, bored, pained and unhappy, except when talking about her personages. She continually complained about having to eat too much, in a whining voice, which changed completely when she talked about her personages. Then she beamed or else, became coy and refused to talk about them, if people demonstrated too much interest in them. Formal testing showed that she had a good memory for recent and remote events but incredibly poor general knowledge. Her performance in calculations was heedless and incorrect, varying widely from occasion to occasi?n. S~e had ideas of reference and an attitude, If not a delusion, of persecution. While her personages were generally felt to be inside her, they did emerge on many occasions. She refused to have stockings on her feet "because the personages were working on the skin of her legs and they might be crushed". Also, she stood on tiptoe, fearing that she would squash them if she put her whole foot in contact with the ground. She would walk around with her hand covering her mouth, to prevent them from dropping on the floor. She often attempted to regurgitate and this was more obvious, if people were watching her. However, she did not stint to run to the door and try to escape, while telling people that she was most careful of the personages and feared to move, lest she might hurt them. In conference, Professor Farrar felt that the case was one of schizophrenia, paranoid type, developing out of a general neurotic picture of habitual invalidism via a romancing tendency.
Shortly after the transfer to Whitby, which she disliked, she gave up discussing her little people and, at the time of her second conference, denied everything to do with them. She was discharged, considerably improved, in a matter of months.
Following this, she lived a limited dependent life with her mother. After her mother's decline in health, she appeared to have rallied and nursed her through five years of illness, until her death in 1950. Subsequent to this, the patient became more seclusive and lived in rooming houses on a gradually diminishing diet, for seven years. She had assumed many of her mother's attitudes and eccentricities and had been hoarding, suspicious and miserly. Her chief interest was in attending movies and church. She became untidy and dirty, with ideas that her possessions were being devoured by moths. She was admitted to Sunnybrook Hospital, eighteen years after her release from Whitby and three days after a fracture of the clavicle. She was not able to give any reliable information. There was great loss of memory for recent and remote events and a tendency to confabulate. Perseveration was marked. Attention span was very brief and remarks were uninformative, confused and irrelevant. Laboratory and physical findings were non-contributory. E.E.G. was normal. I.Q., shortly after admission, was 75-80, grossly impaired, with an organic picture. The diagnosis at that time was secondary anemia, nutritional; arteriosclerotic heart disease, emphysema and generalized arteriosclerosis.
When I saw her, two years later, through the kindness of Doctors Metcalfe and Armstrong at the Westminster Hospital, she had gained sixty pounds, almost doubling her admission weight, although she still had to be fed. There were some stereotypies. She said to me, "Get up and die! Get up and die! Get up and die!" as to most men. She addressed her own knees, which she embraced, and the nurses whom she liked in the same way. "You're a lovely girl! You're a lovely girl! Don't let them tell you you're not! You're a lovely girl! Myrt, I love you! I love you! You're really a lovely girl.. Everybody likes you! Really a looker!" Sometimes, she slapped her stomach and addressed it. When asked about the little men, she was not responsive, at first, and then said that there was a man in her armpit, two weeks ago. She went on to say that he did not wash or shave there but he was at it, two days ago. Case 4 Another case of longstanding was seen in the Ontario Hospital at Hamilton again with Doctor Boyd. She had been admitted in the same year, 1939, as the previous patient but had never been discharged. Her illness started three ye\lrs prior to admission following an automobile accident, with transient loss of consciousness. She became suspicious of people at the hospital and later, those for whom she worked. Her work deteriorated and her behaviour became strange. She became nervous, frightened and paranoid, shortly before a concert given by the choir in which she sang, with motor mannerisms and neglect. She had ideas that people were poisoning her food and ate compulsively. Her conversation rambled with incoherent flight of ideas. She talked about the movie stars and believed that she was Mozart. On admission, she was dishevelled but demanding and controlling in her behaviour. She had ideas of being the founder and head of many generations. For several reasons, it was felt that she was a manic depressive, at first conference. She was unimproved on Metrazol treatment. Four years later, she picked up pieces of dust, pins and flies and "made children out of them". She said that she had millions of children that she had made that way. She was noisy and disturbed, if flies were killed, because they were killing her children. In 1952, she saw little men of a weird shape coming out of people and had gross disturbance of her body image. She was now considered to be a schizophrenic with a poor chance of rehabilitation.
When interviewed personally this year, the patient was in poor contact. She had, for years, been calling herself "We", a matter of some significance. She had three types of little people about and in her, to which she did not give any names. They were, first of all, those described as "her babies" which were born from her mouth and pudendal area. These came out and disappeared immediately. They had heads ana arms but no ears or eyes. "'We' don't believe in them". Noses and mouths were indefinite. The babies were six inches in length, brownish in colour and noiseless. They were described as being crushed tight within her. She did not know how many there were but there were certainly more than one. They came out with their feet first. The second type occurred either on or in her arm, sometimes inside and sometimes outside the skin. She felt the skin and thought she could pick up the lumps, manipulating the forearm. Sometimes, they appeared on the inside and were a light blue or brown in colour. They were an inch or two in length. She did not see these in other people and denied that she could feel their touch nor did they smell or have any taste. They appeared to be quite numerous and she had no name for them. The third variety were described as being very tiny, about one-half inch in length. There were great numbers of them and they tended to draw her in half, at the waist and divide her into two identities. The upper one was described as "We" and the lower one was "Mary". It was a great point with her that "we" was not "Mary". This group of little people were outside and tended to move her body sidewise, pressing on her feet and carrying them. This lateral pulsion was mixed up with her ideas of movement and what she calls "wheelings". By this, she means stretchers. She refused to draw any of the little persons. She went on to describe the distortions of her own body image. "Our ears were turned into a dog's ears and our nails into claws. Sometimes, they have bunny rabbits, like flower ears, petal ears, which come out of the mouth and went into Wesaw. We have yesterday. We stayed in. We did not go out. We did not believe in Wesaw. It was taken into a picture like that". The patient demonstrated advanced schizophrenic deterioration. She appeared to be in contact at times and improved somewhat in the course of the interview but she remained resistive, negativistic, with marked thought disorder, splitting of concepts, distortion of body image, personal multiplication and ideas of passivity and influence. There were visual but no auditory hallucinations. Case 5 A third case may also be grouped with these two. It is that of a schizophrenic girl, twenty-two years of age, whom I treated as an in-patient and out-patient for a year and one quarter, before her eventual return to her homeland, where she has had repeated hospitalizations and is, at present, on coma insulin. She was a very shy, disturbed girl who gave an initial impression of Phropf-schizophrenie but whose intelligence was actually within normal limits. She too had periods of compulsive eating but became anorexic before the onset of each schizophrenic break. She often had a great deal of difficulty with motor expression, becoming bent over in the fetal position, saying she must kill herself. Sometimes, she became active and smashed things compulsively. Her voices, which she visualized as little people in her stomach, fought a continuous war within her. They were high pitched, screaming and multiple. They rose up, as in a bottle neck to her throat and were occasionally relieved by screaming and smashing attacks. (A drawing of her sensation is shown in Fig. VII) . She represents a case intermediate between the Lilliputian-like hallucinations and the more usual schizophrenic cases with incorporative facets. It will be noted that all these patients had compulsive food difficulties. There was no history, in any of them, of pica. The little men were on the same scale as the Lilliputian-like hallucinations, multitudinous, dull in shade with poor demarcation, simplified or defective body scheme, with only vague or general names applied to them and concerned with aiding or interfering with the body function of the patient or her physical sensations. The patients usually had difficulty in testing reality and either accepted their hallucinations passively, or used them for manipulation of their environment. Section 3 The third type of little men is less frequently mentioned in psychiatric literature, though analogous figures have often occurred in folklore and religious or magical history. They may be compared to the tutelary fairies, such as the brownies, while those in the first group resemble more the descriptions of the trouping fairies. In Biblical terms, they would be called familiar spirits and in medieval times, incubi or succubi. In analytic literature, Freud (8) has dealt with allied phenomena in Rumpelstiltzkin in "Marchenstoffe" of 1913 and Niederland's (9) Little Man study in the Analytic Study of the Child. The closest entity in psychiatric literature appears to be the socalled "imaginary companions". Harriman (10) in 1937 devoted a brief paper to the subject of imaginary companions in older subjects. He collected imaginary companions of psychological students in university by questionnaire. There is nothing quantitative about this paper except that one lady student got up to twenty-five companions whose life stories filled several volumes. It was also noticed that most of these subjects appeared to be particularly good in English. He felt that there was no evidence of harm resulting from the fantasy, which appeared to be vengeful or erotic fantasy and to be an illustration of wishful thinking compensating for a real or fancied deprivation of completely satisfying flesh and blood companions. It is likely that more older people indulge in this fantasy than has hitherto been suspected. Certain of our cases appear to be introjected environmental figures and others to be dissociated intrapsychic constructs. Case 6 A fifty-four year old prospector was admitted to the Psychiatric Ward of St. Michael's Hospital following a short period of amnesia in which he had forgotten his entire past, including his identity. He admitted seeing a lot of little people whom he felt were trying to communicate with him, to give him a special message. These little people, who were Martians, lent him money which he was unable to find afterwards and when he saw them, he became so worked up, that he felt like screaming. They helped him to get his memory back by showing him an envelope in a dream, with an address on it, which he recognized to be familiar. However, he could not remember to whom the address belonged. The complete recovery of his memory occurred five days after his admission, following a sodium amy tal interview. The little men continued to be clearly seen by the patient and were always five in number. One appeared to be the leader, as evidenced by his somewhat coarse visage and by the fact that he appeared to do most of the "thought talking" for the group. The little men were of stereotyped appearance (see illustration, Fig  VIII) , about two and one-half feet in height. They were independent of gravity and did not require the use of sound waves in their speech, which could be
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FIG. VIII. Drawing of a two-foot Martian,
whose civilization was two thousand years ahead of ours (Case VI).
clearly heard in the patient's head. They passed through walls. They were clad uniformly in tight-fitting brown trousers, red shirt, green ruff and they always wore something on their faces which the patient considered to be a gas mask, although he felt that it might be a snout, as lips could be seen moving at its anterior end. The gas mask was necessary because two of the little men had been captured, when they first came to Canada, and one died because of lack of oxygen. The other was kept in captivity for some months, before he too passed away. This was hushed up by the Canadian Government because of fear of panic. The patient maintained that he had been accompanied by these little men who came from Mars, for about ten years. They had been quite helpful to him and as an example of this, he mentioned that they had led him to his canoe at night, when he was lost up north. Another time, they had brought his cigarettes, which he had left at the top of the hill, and put them in the seat of his truck. In hospital, they were also of service. Once he had gone to the bathroom and returned to find his bed made. The nurse had denied doing this and he felt that it was the work of the Martians. He contended that it was the Martians who had put him in touch with the police who had brought him into hospital during his amnesia and their services in regaining his memory have already been credited above.
The patient was bereaved at the age of five and his mother remarried a farmer. He was the first boy with a younger sister. He was raised by his grandmother and was always shy. He attained Grade XI and was an average pupil. Since then, he had worked as a trapper and prospector, for the most part, but has also held a variety of jobs, such as cook, mental hospital attendant and prison guard. He married at twenty-six and had five children, two of whom died at birth. His wife died ten years after their marriage. He formed a loose connection with a widow but spent most of his time in the bush. His personality was schizoid and gullible. There was one previous hospitalization for psychiatric illness and a previous episode of amnesia which cleared spontaneously.
Physical and laboratory examinations, including skull x-rays arid E.E.G. were normal. There was no history of alcoholism. Mental examination showed that he was slightly depressed, apathetic and hallucinated in two modalities. There was no insight and his thinking was woolly. Affect appeared flattened. He was diagnosed as schizophrenia, undifferentiated, chronic. There was some improvement but the little men did not clear away until he had had a course of E.C.T. which improved his spirits markedly. He was discharged and has since been ad-mitted, fourteen months later, to the Ontario Hospital, North Bay. He saw faces prior to his admission but did not report his Martians. He has once again been discharged, following a course of E.C.T. Case 7 An unmarried French-Canadian labourer, aged sixty-one, who lives a solitary life in Toronto, was referred by Doctor W. J. Horsey, because he reported seeing a little man in the doctor's office. The little man had been with him for seven years and varied in size from six inches to two feet. He could pass through windows, walls and closed doors. He was bald, grey-haired, about seventy years of age and wore a brown poorly defined coat or a grey vestment. His eyes were piercing and burning. When Doctor Horsey made a swipe through the area where the little man stood, the patient reported that the little man had neatly ducked out of the way. The patient felt that he was trying to get the patient's sexual organ, since his was worn out by his headlong depravity. Meanwhile, the little man indulged in a number of undesirable pranks. He first made himself manifest, in an extracampine hallucination, by overlaying a pretty girl in a Pullman berth, beneath the patient who was occupying the upper. He chased good-looking nurses and girls and distracted the patient during his daily devotion, drawing his eyes from the elevation of the Host. The patient frustrated this by using his hands as blinkers. The little man disappeared if the patient closed his eyes and he appeared to obey the laws of perspective. The patient's aim in coming for therapy was to obtain advice as to what attitude to take towards the persecutor and the clique to which the persecutor belonged.
The patient was the eighth of a family of seventeen, sired by an oppressive patriarch, who cut the patient out of his will, in spite of long and faithful service. He had done well in school but became unsettled after a fellatio seduction at the age' of sixteen. Since that time, he had felt that there was a curse upon him which caused his life to be a complete failure. He had come to Toronto, ten years before the first contact, and had had an erratic work record. His original reason for coming to the metropolis was failure to obtain an erection and the desire for relief of low back pain with bizarre radiation, which was later traced to spondylolisthesis. He had had a period of hospitalization at St. Michael's Hospital with marked improvement of the latter complaint and subsequently, a year's superficial psychotherapy at the Outpatient Department of the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital, in which the little man was not mentioned.
The patient lived an isolated, devout, suspicious life. The members of his delusional clique were prominent people in his parish church, where he spends a great deal of his spare time, praying. His previous psychiatric history showed two 'acute episodes of psychosis, one at the age of sixteen following the seduction, and another, fifteen years prior to my seeing him, when he changed his place of employment. Again, no organic factors were brought to light by physical and laboratory investigation, including E.E.G. and skull plates. The patient was felt to be 'a paranoid schizophrenic. 
Images of a conspir-cto r spinni ng in the patient's body
In the course of the three years in which he has been followed, the hallucinations have undergone certain vicissitudes, occurring first as a solitary figure  (Fig. IX) which conversed with him and asked him questions. The original little man has lately become mute. He was joined by certain recruits (Fig. X) , who were usually members of the patient's family or acquaintances up north who, the patient felt, had slighted or oppressed him. Shortly before it became apparent that he was suffering from urinary distress, the figures became internalized (Fig. XI) . They came to lie in his abdominal cavity and could be seen with his eyes either open or closed. These hallucinatory figures had secured entry to his body in food or by passing through the skin and they were passed out by way of the now intermittent urinary stream. He had a perineal prostatectomy, a year ago, with resulting incontinence for several months postoperatively. Following discharge, he developed an acute psychotic episode in which all the figures became externalized and he felt constrained to cover up the windows with blankets to prevent them from observing him. He also had acutely disturbing auditory hallucinations. He was hospitalized, and had a course of E.Cr. which drove away the hallucinations and the plot for two months. Then a new phenomenon became manifest, which he had not previously described. This was the presence of a "Mindreader" who observed all his thoughts and signalled to him, by means of an hallucinatory coloured light, whenever he thought about anything in the least ambitious, pleasurable or lubricious. The Mindreader frequently changed his modus operandi, giving him a prickling sensation in the skin of the face, a prickling in the pudendal area and muscular aches or pains in various areas. Following this, the hallucinations returned in a different form (Fig. XII) . They were now small figures which appeared to be about two or three feet in front of him and spun around like a "ventilator fan" in various directions (Fig. XIII) . Some religious imagery was infused as well in these pictures. One of the four members of the plot had the power of influencing the hallucinations to stop or start spinning in another direction. Tranquillizers have been ineffective in these hallucinations. The patient is now steadily employed and is pleased with his work but is, otherwise, unchanged. Case 8 Another case of this type has been met with in a sixty-year-old teacher. She immigrated to Canada, five years ago, with her small family with whom she has emotionally attenuated relationships. Two years ago, she began to have auditory hallucinations of people saying she was crazy. Six months later, she was surprised to see a little man wearin a green jacket and having a bald head, (See Fig. XIV ), looking at her over some furniture. He said, "Come! Come! Come!" in a most inviting but frightening voice. The upper part of his form was very clearly demarcated but she has only seen legs on one occasion, when he had three. In the course of time, she became more and more frightened, feeling that she was losing her mind. She was afraid to tell anyone about her "little visitor", as she described him and did not mention him in the course of three psychiatric consultations with different psychiatrists, although she later informed a student nurse, after admission to the Psychiatric Unit at St. Michael's Hospital. The little man was with her for periods of fifteen minutes to one hour. She could sometimes black him out by closing her eyes and putting her head under the covers of the bed. He never touched her. However, if she were sitting in a bus, he was liable to appear in the doorway, walk to her seat and sit down beside her, causing her to be frightened and embarrassed. She would get up and go to another seat and when she looked back, he would have disappeared. In the course of time, she became gradually more depressed and admission to hospital was arranged. She took every opportunity to discuss her little man with the staff, once his presence became known. There was a VISItation in the course of a medical students conference where she was being presented. He appeared at the door, came toward her, passed around and behind and took up position at her right hand, causing her intense fear and considerable unrest to the audience. Again, organic investigation was negative. In the course of a month in hospital, the little man went away, becoming first a shadow and then disappearing altogether. Two months later, she had had no recurrences. She appeared to have had a helpful emotional experience in hospital and her family relationships have strikingly improved. The diagnosis in this case was involutional reaction.
Case 9
A fourteen-year-old French-Canadian boy, who was admitted for psychiatric investigation, had a single episode of hallucinations which he has illustrated. He was a shy youth from the north. He complained of headaches, and dizziness, with social maladjustment and concerns about his sexual identity. In the course of his period in hospital, he saw a vision of two Martians, (Fig. XV) standing beside a nurse. This was brief, lasting only a few minutes. They appeared to be talking to each other. The one on the left was considered to be male and the one on the right, was female. They were one and one-half feet in height, colourless and transparent, with green belts. They appeared to be located on the floor and were about twelve feet away from the patient. The one on the right appeared to be moving its eyes and the one on the left, its nose. The tail of the female on the right moved up and down, in a hectic manner, which he illustrated by moving his hands. They made noises, "Beep! Beep! Beep! like a road runner or an ostrich." (This does not correspond to zoological actuality). The originals had been seen on a Walt Disney television programme dealing with life on the planets, in a fanciful way. The patient felt sure that he had seen these creatures and that they were real. He recognized that other people did not see them. He was not, at any time, drowsy but felt a desire to enter into conversation with the nurse in the same efficient way that other patients were doing.
The other cases I have placed in this group are advanced paranoid schizophrenics with a great deal of illusional ideation about wires, broadcasting and control by outside agencies.
Case 10
The first of them is a divorcee of thirty-five years with a drifting job history. For five years, she has heard a man's voice telling her that he loved her and, on the voice's command, she has made several suicide attempts. Deep coma insulin and a leukotomy had not altered her symptoms which were numerous. She had a man inside her head who was described as "feeding on her brains". She had had an autistic affair with him prior to his incorporation and he spoke continually to her of "love and filth".
Case II
The second case was that of a constitutional schizophrenic girl with a great deal of psychosexual difficulty. She did not improve on E.C.T. or coma insulin at one hospital and was probated nine years ago, without readmission. One of her peculiar epigastric sensations was attributed to a personage in that area called "Bob". A case like this is recorded by P. K. Me- Cowan (11) in a thirty-two year old girl, who stated that everything she said and heard was repeated by a voice behind the top of her breast bone. She maintained that this voice belonged to "Jim Walker" who, with several others, lived in her chest. Their heads could be clearly seen within her chest cavity by the patientan example of an extracampine visual hallucination. Case 
12
A case similar to this was seen by myself for two years before she admitted to auditory hallucinations in her epigastrium, which had been present for eleven of her forty-seven years. For ten months, she had been able to see the heads clearly, with eyes open or closed, in the epigastrium. One of them was the head of a girl and another, that of a man (Fig.  XVI) . The girl was wild and urged her to do dangerous or libidinous things but the head of the man argued that she should not. The family were in complete ignorance of her illness. Occasionally, the contents of her epigastrium changed. Sometimes, there were hands (Fig. XVII) in it. The patient is a forty-seven year old grandmother who is exceedingly shy, introverted and stubborn. Her marriage, which was not a happy one, has produced several children. The voices became manifest at the time that her favourite son was dying of rheumatic fever and they have persisted to the present time. Her' fantasy life, which is vivid, frequently centres around reunion with the son. When first seen, she was apparently suffering from a neurotic depression which lifted considerably with E.C.T. Following the injection of a barbiturate sedative, before E.C.T., she always called repeatedly for her lost son. Since this time, she has been seen in psychotherapy and carried on T ofrani1. As psychotherapy was extremely difficult, because of her difficulty with expression, she was en-couraged to write out all of her many vivid dreams. She was also encouraged to manipulate a towel in the course of her interviews, as she was wearing out the silk scarf which she had used previously. She has become increasingly communicative and free in therapy and has finally commenced to stand up for herself for the first time in her life. Case 
and 14
These are much more marked in the auditory modality, though there have been occasions on which these women have seen their familiars. One case is that of an eighty-five year old woman who has Biblical familiars, who are constantly with her and who attempt to help her in her struggles with the tormentor who "grasps her in the place where a man grasps a woman by day and night". These voices speak to her in her mind, not auditorily. They are seen as shadows on occasion. Under the influence of some of them, she carries out automatic drawing and painting, insisting that she can do neither of these things by herself. She has filled a number of volumes with primitivistic painting and communications and language, maintained to be that of ancient Egypt, sometimes with modern translation. She has a tremendous stage presence and is felt to be an hysteric.
Another patient, a paranoid schizophrenic case, who has made a good but limited adjustment after a severe initial acute illness, five years ago, has, since that time, been receiving constantly, and replying to, comments from someonea voice -which she identifies as God. She remembers, in her original and prolonged period of excitement, seeing the figure of God wearing a white cloak, somewhat bent forward and small. Since that time, she has heard a voice speaking familiarly to her, calling her by her first name and carrying out, what she calls, a "heavenly psychoanalysis" which "takes me back to the earlier times and brings me up to the present". The voice explains everything to her in a rather derogatory manner but with astonishing reason and knowledgability. Occasionally, she becomes disturbed, unable to sleep and frightened. The opposition is quelled by Largactil and Tuinal and she can carry on at work without difficulty. She only accepts therapy when acutely disturbed. These incidents are usually caused by a clearly defined environmental incident.
The final case might be presented which is atypical from the others in that it has an autoscopic characteristic. The patient is a twenty-six year old native of Newfoundland who was referred from the Toronto Psychiatric Hospital. The patient came to Toronto from an outport after an unsatisfactory love affair, at which time he developed ideas of reference centering around the idea that people were criticizing him for not being aggressive enough. He has since married another girl and has two children but has been unable to settle the conflict in his mind. He. began to look in the mirror a great deal and believed that he has detected some changes, i.e, that his eyes darkened, as illustrated in the sketch (Fig. XVIII) and the muscles at the corner of the eye were pulled down. Eight years ago, he noticed that concentration became more difficult so that he "had to force his thoughts through an obstacle". For an indefinite period in past years, he has developed also a feeling that it is difficult to move his body and that he had to plan ahead of time everything he did. Gradually, he developed an internalized body image which he described as being clear as any that might be seen on looking in the mirror. He then developed, in addition, an internalized pair of body images, both representing himself, which he mentioned being able to see as clearly as if he were looking in the mirror. They are located in the left epigastrium and are associated with a sickish feeling. The smaller image, which is about the size of a dime, is described as the originator of good thoughts which pass up to the brain. The larger image is felt to be "hateful" and "to destroy every good thought. It seems that this message goes up to the brain and the other one goes right behind it and destroys the real one." The desire which he has, in therapy, is to make the little one as big as the other one, so that a state of psychic balance might be obtained. He describes the action of the larger image as that of strings, like a parachute, (see Figs. XIX, XX, XXI), pulling on the brain and tiring it out. When the brain is in this state, it is unable to function and he is stuck. He feels that these two figures control his thinking and that the brain is merely a passive transmitting station. He learned about the conscious and the subconscious mind and of resistance from a correspondence course on psychology, which he took some years ago. He feels very much damaged by this course since it has made him ask himself several questions which have tormented him since and which he would never have thought of, otherwise. The diagnosis in this case is a severe obsessive ruminative state bordering on schizophrenia. It is felt that educational handicaps and his efforts at self-education are important in the form his ruminations have taken.
Discussion
The three groups of patients demonstrated have had hallucinations in various fields of visual and, to a lesser extent, auditory perception. No elaborate effort has been made to rule out suggestion in these cases. However, it should be pointed out that only three of the fifteen cases reported made the disclosure of their hallucinations directly to the author. They came under scrutiny either in the routine turn-over of case material or referral to this worker because of his known interest in this type of problem. The reliability of the story obtained by several workers was high.
They have been divided according to the phenomenology of the hallucinations into classical Lilliputian, the Angyal type of vague endosomatic figures (5) and a large type of little man. Most of the cases reported have been those of chronically affected psychiatric patients but only groups I and II have been continually incapacitated since the development of the hallucinations. Those in the second group appear to be the most seriously ill from the point of view of thought disorder, lack of contact with reality and life adjustment. The third group were rigid, over-inhibited and usually suffered from geographical or psychological remoteness. However, most had large personality areas in which they related quite freely to others, though this was never on an intimate basis, and most were functioning adequately in the community. They all showed a marked tendency to project with corresponding paranoid features in their illness. Often they introjected people they knew who, in some cases, took sides in internal struggles, as a real person might be expected to do. lt is in this sense that the epithet, "personalized hallucinations" is used. It is felt that the latter group with their shy behaviour were in a particularly difficult position in communicating their little men preoccupations. Most of them were in good enough contact to realize that their disclosures would identify them as "crazy" immediately. Most had never been emotionallv intimate and showed paranoid trends. . -A question requiring discussion is the one of whether the three categories described are of significance in themselves or whether they are purely factitious arrangements of data which the patient supplies to his treatment sta~.~nthony ( 12) in Personal Communication has questioned the usefulness of the classification used here. The finding in Case 1 of an overlap between Group 1 and 11 might lend support to his objection. In the same case, there is a six foot ghost. In yet another case, not reported here, a gigantic spider was seen. On the other hand, a preliminary survey of all the cases in the literature to date, and of my own material, appears to indicate that they represent different populations as far as marital status, adequacy of work adjustment and length of time in hospital are considered.
. It might also be questioned, at this time, whether the physical precipitating events in the more frequently reported organic Lilliputian hallucinations are not more of an impediment than a help in understanding the genesis of this condition. One is brought up against the question of whether people reporting Lilliputian hallucinations are of a certain pathological type or whether the type of situation, in which they find themselves, is responsible for the occurrence of this picture. Goldin (13) has suggested, in 1955, that a paranoid personality plus an unresolved unconscious conflict are necessary for the development of Lilliputian hallucinations, even in organic cases. This question cannot be answered at the present time.
The analytic literature (Table 3 ) on the subject rationalizes that the vision of little men reassures the patient. "If they are so small, why then they are not to be feared". Ferenczi, in his essay on Gulliver Fantasies, (14) identifies them as reassurance fantasies of the sexually inadequate. He quotes a paragraph from Gulliver's Travels describing the parade of the Lilliputian army between the legs of the shipwrecked mariner. While the King had forbidden any of the soldiers to look up, many of the officers made excited comments about what they saw through the gaps of his tattered britches. Freud, for his part in discussing Schreber, suggests that they may represent spermatazoa. Katan (15) detects impregnation fantasies in Schreber's case, identifying the little men as divine spermatazoa and Schreber's homosexual friends. Macalpine and Hunter (17) identify them as wishful figments of Schreber's need to have children, his wife being sterile and he changing to female status. The many small endosomatic and escaping little men may also be considered from the Kleinian viewpoint. They may be understood as examples of introjected objects with extreme splitting and subsequent incomplete projection. This has the function of binding hostility which is felt to be absorbed. When splitting is marked then hostility becomes less marked.
Theories applicable to the personalized or companionate hallucinations have been gleaned from Groddeck (19) who identified the little red-capped dwarf of the forest as the penis, commenting on its ability to change size. Kramer (20) and Niederland (9) identified their little man fantasies occurring in treatment by analysis, as a differentiation out of the ego and super-ego figures. In Kleinian terms, the larger figures would represent good and bad objects in a state of less extreme splitting. (18) Summary A psychopathological investigation has been made of a group of patients seeing or hearing minuscule personalized hallucinations, usually referred to as Lilliputian. These have been assigned to three general groups.
The first are those of very small people or objects, clearly defined in space and engaged in group activity, sometimes related to the patient and sometimes, quite unrelated. These appear to be identified with the classical Lilliputian hallucination described by R. Leroy (1), usually found in toxic or organic states but existing here as a functional feature.
The second group has been described by Angyal (5) . They are much more poorly formed, flatly coloured or greyish and usually internalized, though they may come outside and engage in activities outside the patient. They are often identified with body function, either of digestion, as in one of our cases, or the passively appreciated movement of limbs. They are found in quite severely regressed schizophrenic patients who are, however, capable of surprising remissions.
The third group may share some of the passivity phenomena mentioned in the second group but are much more clearly defined, capable of considerable transformations outside and inside the body and sometimes identified with definite people in the environment. They appear to approximate many folklore phenomena, e.g. goblins, incubi, elves, etc., but have not been widely described in psychiatric literature. They were hinted at by Harriman (10) , in 1937, who found a number of childhood companions persisting in his psychology students at Bucknell University. Reports of psychoanalytic authors have depicted the development of phantasy figures in the course of treatment.
Psychoanalytic theo:ies of the sig~ifi cance and genesis of mmuscule hallucmations are presented. The functions of the phenomena appear to be .diselacement, multiplication and personalization of~he desired phallus or the f~rces t~reatemng it. In some of our patients, It appears often to be the obtaining of attention and satisfaction, otherwise forbidden to the patient. In others, the persons appeared to be a half conscious dramatization or their own psychic structure, as if the patient, in his efforts towards self-mastery, constructed a model of his own pSYChIC function and difficulties by a process of concretization. The little men are treated as real figures through the mechanism of endo-and ectosomatic hallucinations in the absence of effective insight.
Resume
On a fait une enquete psychopathologique chez un groupe de malades qui avaient des hallucinations visuelles ou auditives de personnages minuscules, ordinairement appeles Lilliputiens. Ces hallucinations ontete reparties en trois categories.
La premiere comprend des personnages ou des objets minuscules, clairement definis dans l'espace, et agissant par groupes, parfois en relation avec le malade et parfois aussi, tout a fait en dehors de lui. On semble les identifier avec les hallucinations lilliputiennes decrites par R. Leroy (1), que ron contate or.dinairement dans les etats toxiques ou organiques, mais qui s'y manifestent cornme caracteristique fonctionnelle.
Angyal (2) a decrit la seconde caregorie. Les personnages ou les objets sont beaucoup plus flous, ternes et grisatres, ordinairement a I'interieur du malade, mais sortant parfois et entreprenant une activite en dehors du malade. On Ies associe ordinairement aux fonctions corporelles, soit la digestion, comme dans l'un de nos cas, soit le mouvement des membres passivement apprecie. On les retrouve habituellementchez les schizophrenes gravement deteriores qui sont capables cependant de remissions etonnantes.
La troisieme categorie peut participer a certains des phenomenes de passivite rnentionnes pour Ie second groupe, mais il s'agit d'etres beaucoup plus precis, capables de grandes transformations en dehors et a l'interieur du corps; ils sont parfois identifies avec des gens qui existent reellernent dans l'entourage du malade. Ils paraissent prendre a peu pres la forme de plusieurs phenomenes du folklore: lutins, incubes, elfes, etc., mais ils n'ont pas fait l'objet de beaucoup de descriptions dans la Iitterature psychiatrique. Harriman (10) qui y a fait allusion en 1937, a decouvert qu'un certain nombre de personnages de l'enfance persistaient dans 1'esprit de ses etudianrs en psychologiea l'Universite Bucknell. Des rapports d'auteurs en psychanalyse ont decrit le developpernent de personnages fantasmagoriques au cours du traitement.
L'article presente les theories psychanalytiques de la signification et de la genese de ces visions de personnages ou objets minuscules. Les fonctions des phenomenes semblent etre le deplacement, la multiplication et la personnification du phallus desire oudes forces qui menacent ce dernier. 
